Head of Tax

As Head of Tax, you will find yourself in an important and exciting role. You will be responsible for all tax matters related to Ultrabulk and Ultranav International ApS. Through your expert tax advisory, you will impact both strategic and operational business decisions across the different entities. You will also be a daily sparring partner to the CFO.

Your responsibilities will include:

- Maintaining and developing the tax regime in Ultrabulk/Ultranav International ApS
- Preparing and/or approving in the filing of tax returns for all entities around the world
- Contacting auditors on tax-related matters
- Staying updated on new tax regulations
- Developing and maintaining documentation supporting transfer pricing and intercompany agreements
- Conducting calculations for and monitoring tonnage tax scheme
- Maintaining accurate records of all tax certificates and related documentation annually
- Overseeing guarantees/intercompany loans in relation to TP-compliance
- Making Pillar II tax calculations and documentation for this
- Monitoring freight tax risks and opportunities

Furthermore, you are expected to challenge existing company structure and setup, and where relevant, suggest new ways of organising the business with the purpose of delivering an optimised tax regime. You will be advising the management on any tax exposure, and be expected to actively participate in the Danish Shipping tax group, staying informed about industry trends and regulatory changes.

The ideal candidate

The work environment is a priority at Ultrabulk, so the right candidate will be one who can contribute to the positive social atmosphere in the team. You thrive in a challenging, fast-paced multicultural environment and have an outstanding work ethic and integrity.

Furthermore, we would like that you have/are:

- 5+ years of experience with tax matters in the shipping industry, and a large shipping tax network is an advantage
- A strong digital and technical mindset
- Willing to develop and adapt your role depending on the needs of the company
- Interested in keeping updated on changing regulations and ensuring compliance
- Exceptional analytical and problem-solving skills
- Strong interpersonal skills and an ability to communicate internally and externally at different levels of technicality
- Ability to work under pressure and with tight and competing deadlines
• Responsible and structured
• Proactive, full of initiative and service-minded

About Ultrabulk
With our more than 30 nationalities, you would become part of a buzzing, multicultural environment. Our mission to be ‘a partner you can trust’ shines through in our way of being colleagues by caring for one another and, in unison, do our utmost to reach our goals for the business. We believe that flexibility is fundamental in ensuring a balanced life.

Ultrabulk is a leading global family-owned dry bulk operator, servicing its customers in their maritime transportation needs in the MPP, Parcel, Handysize, Supramax and Panamax segments. Ultrabulk operates a fleet of 160 to 190 vessels managed by a professional team strategically located at 9 offices worldwide (Copenhagen, Cape Town, Dubai, New York, Rio de Janeiro, Santiago, Singapore, Sydney, and Japan).

Ultrabulk is a subsidiary of Ultranav, a privately owned shipping company for over six decades, headquartered in Chile and operating globally with offices in 18 countries.